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philatelists' existence. We have seen biro and texta cancels, stickers and barcodes plastered all over
our precious stamps and covers. Here are some more examples, both bad and at long last good!

The Much plastered cover from England, posted 04 02 05 at Bodmin, Cornwall, has stamps for
international registered post to a total of £6.1 t'.
It had "signed for" labels affixed at each end of the journey, with both UK and Aus. labels bearing the
reference number RI 37103652 8GB. While the UK label bears the word 'Priority', and is carefully
placed clear of the stamps, the second label affixed at the Australian end is right on top of the stamps.
It may have been intended to be removable, but the adhesive is firmly stuck to the stamps underneath,
if not to the squishy postpak, but the question arises, did it need to be in that spot at all? There is
plenty of space on the back, which only bears the senders address, and with the same reference
number and no sign of removed stickers, could it have been placed atop the UK label?

PRrORITAI

1:a~klassb:

FILATELISTAMPLAT BREV

The second cover is from Vallingby, in Sweden, posted on 22 02 05 to Ulmarra, NSW 2462. The
label here is the sort that can easily be peeled and reaffixed (YAY!! !). It is an official Swedish Post
Office production on green "Post-it" paper, and says it is for a "Philatelically Stamped Letter".

l'oskf &,kf;~.<I¥lt, fZI?-./e.i7"iIk<-dJr~A'q
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I Ever wondered what the easy way to insert a pound symbol? In MS Word, hold down the ALT key while typing 0163.
ALT+0163 = £. The long way of course is to use the Insert Menu, which works for any symbol, and displays the shortcut
on the bottom of the window, which you can use later.

Bl.211.2.96 (feb 00)

PRIORITAIRE
1:a-klassbrev
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This cover was cancelled twice in Australia by dot matrix
printer, with the post-it sticker surviving the mail sorting
machines, but the stamps underneath are immaculately ring-
cancelled from the actual posting. This was ordinary first class
airmail.

Our third example arrived with a request to exchange stamps
from Scandinavia (primarily Sweden) with those from
Australia, this time with the post-it affixed wrapped around the
cover and a beautiful ring-cancel from Goteborg. [Contact me if
you are interested in this exchange - Jc.]

A Close examination of the back of the label (left) reveals that
this truly is an adaptation of the ubiquitous yellow message
post-it notes we couldn't survive without these days - a novel
step in lateral thinking. Incidentally this adhesive can also be
purchased in rolls as double-sided post-it tape - so you could
potentially make post-its out of anything ...

The question could be asked did the registered cover from the
UK get treated like an ordinary letter, or is there another story
here?

Each cover is philatelically motivated; perhaps as the end users of this system we can apply a subtle
pressure to see more of the good, and less of the bad & ugly.
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CANADA ACCORD - ROYAL 2005 ROYALE

Tom Frommer

The Royal Philatelic Society of Canada and the Middlesex Stamp Club held a National Stamp
Exhibition in London, Ontario from 27 May to 29 May 2005. They were hosting the 77th Annual
Convention and Exhibition of the Royal and at the same time celebrating the ss" Anniversary of the
Middlesex Stamp Club.

I was a member of the jury as part of an APF /Canada Accord.

The venue was the spacious London Convention Centre in downtown London. There were 322
frames in the competitive classes as well as a number of non competitive exhibits. In addition there
was a large section set aside for the Display Area (Invitation Class) which included 6 top class
exhibits such as Roots, Necks & Crowns (history of teeth and dentistry) by Charles Verge and Ireland
1840-1901 by Ken Magee. A separate room was set aside for the comprehensive youth program.

Fifty-two dealers and auctioneers attended and they were well patronised throughout the show.

The seven judges and two apprentices were kept busy starting on Thursday afternoon, all day Friday
and part of Saturday. All exhibits had to be judged by the whole jury. The Chairman of the Jury was
Patrick Campbell who was ably assisted by Murray Heifetz, Janet Klug, Jean-Guy Dalpe, John
McEntyre and myself. As well as 2 apprentices, Robert Anderson and Rodney Paige.

The Grand Award was won by Kimber Wald for his Canada 1927 Historical and Confederation
Anniversary Issues and the Reserve Grand Award went to Derek Smith for his Transatlantic
Stampless Mails to 1859.

Sixteen gold medals were awarded, 23 vermeil, 39 silver, 7 silver bronze and 7 bronze. In Canada
they do not award large silver, large vermeil or large gold medals.

The 4 Australian exhibitors are to be congratulated on their results, which were:

Andrew Alwast =Poland's Early Airmail 1918-1940 - Gold

and American Society Award of Excellence for 1900-1940 period

and American Society Award - Best Airmail Exhibit.

Paul Barsdell - Benin and Dahomey - Gold

Christopher Malam - Birds in their Habitat: Australia and Territories - Vermeil

(highest award available to youth exhibitors)

and Youth Grand Award

and American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors - AAPE Award Pin

and American Topical Association - Youth Award

Ian McMahon - Guelph: The Royal City - Vermeil

The critique session took about 3 hours. All jury members were assigned particular exhibits on which
they had to answer questions in front of an audience of exhibitors. Afterwards further discussion took
place in front of the frames.

The exhibition was held in a friendly atmosphere and the organisers ensured that both the
administrative and social events were carried out efficiently and enjoyed by all.

The organisers are to be congratulated for their efforts and the success of a memorable exhibition.
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THE PIDLATELIC DETECTIVE TAKES TO THE AIR

Robert A. M. Gregson

What survives to be collected depends on various factors, not just rarity but also on who was active in
preserving and collecting material, no matter what the hobby involved was, and what were the
motives of the people who saved things for posterity, intentionally or just for curiosity.

Part One: the 1933 Flight to India

An ainnailletter that is of interest to various collectors for its international connections is shown here,
front and back. It recently came into my collection because I was looking for covers that travelled
between Sweden and Australasia; this one got part of the way and could have gone further if it had
been addressed differently. It could perhaps have gone the rest of the way by sea. Readers will recall
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that Ronald M. Lee wrote in Capital Philately Vol 23 No 1 (November 2004) about airmail from
Hungary to Australia in the 1930s, and this article is in parallel with his investigations, parts of the
routes involved are shared in common.

When the long-distance air routes were opening up in the 1930s, Britain for political and economic
reasons wanted to keep exclusive control over routes to its then Empire. Direct airmail did not go
through to Australia until 1934, but the route as far as India was opened up by Imperial Airways in
1933.

This cover started in Sweden, because Sweden was for the first time granted an arrangement for its
mail to feed into the Imperial Airways flights, through European connections. The cover is fairly
scarce, and it is worth noting that the sender, G. Lindman, lived in Blotberget, which is a suburb of
Ludvika (actually sub-postoffice 6), an inland town in Dalarna, a province to the north-west of
Stockholm. Lindman was an active philatelist, and his registered covers are also found on the special
Christmas 1934 flight to Australia, which ran from England on 6th December. That flight included
Danish and Swedish covers; according to one listing the Swedish covers on that flight went from
Stockholm via Malmo to Brindisi, then on to Darwin and Sydney. Some examples on that flight then
went ever further to New Zealand.

This arrangement where mail from other countries was fed into the airmail of the carrier country is
called providing acceptance. Some agreement has to be reached for dividing the revenue from the
postage paid. Perhaps the widest range of acceptance examples occurs for the Zeppelin flights in the
1930s when many countries in Europe took advantage of the German airship flights to South America
and to the USA that started and terminated in Friedrichshafen. Mail got to the starting point by
subsidiary rail or air services within Europe. Such acceptances also had an obvious propaganda value
for the German government, and for rigid airships.

This cover to India was posted Express airmail; the express part would have related to its transit
within Europe, but could hardly have meant much once in flight to India. It left Blotberget on 1 7
1933, must have gone by rail to Stockholm, then to Berlin on 2 7 33 via rail over the Trelleborg -
Sassnitz cross-Baltic ferry (backstamped Sassnitz-Berlin by rail), and got to Athens on 3 VII 33.
There was a Lufthansa airmail service from Berlin to Athens. The Imperial Airways flights (flying
boats then) touched down at Athens. The next backstamp is at Asansol on 10 Jly 33, a place on the
main railway about 150 km north-west of Calcutta, where Hr Lindman had set up his contact to pick
up mail Poste Restante. I suspect that only a few of these covers were sent by Lindman, and posted
back to him in another envelope later to sell to airmail enthusiasts. Imperial Airways did not quite go
all the way, the last leg of the journey within India, from Karachi to Calcutta, was made by an Indian
airline, as is clearly stated on the souvenir envelope for this first flight. Lindman must have ordered
the souvenir covers from England well in advance of his project.

One interesting aspect of studying these backs tamps is the revelation that the letter did not go by the
regular airmail nightflights from Stockholm to London, that had been established in 1929. If it had
then it could have joined the route to India from its starting point in England. There might exist other
covers (say, from Denmark) that did indeed go that way, perhaps by being posted a few days earlier
and not being picked up later en route in Athens.

The total postage paid, 145 ore plus 30 ore airmail, seems to have been a rate struck for this flight, one
letter I have in December 1934 from Sweden to New Zealand carried 145 ore plus 50 ore airmail,
another I do not have had 80 ore plus 50 ore airmail, neither with any express surcharge. LUning in
his 1978 book 'Luftpostens historia in Norden' does list and describe the December 1934 flight, but
this one to India that preceded it is not mentioned, which suggests it is relatively scarce, though his
comprehensive listings seem not to be inclusive from other material that I have seen.
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Part Two: Sending Christmas Greetings in 1934

To continue the story, let us look at two other covers of the Christmas flight of December 1934. They
are the consequence of the earlier pioneering flights becoming more regular and flying further through
from Europe to the Antipodes.

The first smaller cover is again our Hr Lindman of Blotberget in action, bilingually labelling the
cover, and sending it poste restante via a well-known stamp dealer of the time in Dunedin, New
Zealand. But by this time other people had gone in on the act, not just ordinary folk writing to their
relatives in the 'colonies', but other dealers and individual philatelists. Covers to England were often
created by a dealer called Francis J. Field who specialised in airmails and first flights. Without these
efforts we might now have little surviving evidence of some of these early flights. The opportunity to
overfrank with spectacular arrangements of available relevant stamps would not be missed. It would
be nice to have accurate statistics of the postings of mail on these flights, how many were direct from
the UK to Australia, how many were not from philatelists, and how many were acceptances from
other European countries.

f
$1//
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Hr Lindman's work on the 1934 Christmas flight to Australia (and forwarded on to New Zealand) is
shown in the cover to Dunedin. Wilcox, Smith was a stamp dealing company who must have worked
out some arrangement with Lindman in advance of the flight. In effect Lindman has created a private
poste restante with Wilcox, Smith. Posted registered at Blotberget on 4 12 1934 with Lindman's
home-made bilingual label Med forste reguliare flyg (oddly, reguljar is better spelling in Swedish!)
and endorsed as printed matter, the backstamps indicate that it went via a Berlin route, (though
LUning's book says that these Swedish covers went via Malmo and Brindisi) and entered Australia at
Darwin on 19 DE 34. The incomplete strike is Registered F at Sydney on 21 DE 34. I assume that it
was posted back to Lindman by Wilcox, Smith & Co.

The point I am labouring here is that there is a conflict of information, or there was more than one
route used; while it is physically possible to fly from Malmo to Sassnitz or Berlin, it would have been
administratively unlikely unless the Baltic was frozen over, and that year there were no emergency
'ice-airmails', as there were in 1929 and 1940 for two very cold winters. On this point, see Part Three.

8 Capital Philately Volume 23 Number 4
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The other cover was produced by a Hr Oscar Skarberg who lived in Trollhattan; that place is in
Vastergotland and is big enough to have had 7 sub-postoffices. The cover was posted at the main
office in Spannmalsgatan 12. It is addressed to an A. G. Lindgren Esq., poste restante, and I suspect
that this person was a fiction to ensure that in due course it want back to Trollhattan, and the Sydney
post office obviously couldn't find Lindgren, or Lindgren existed but had gone bush. Backstamps are
Berlin-Sassnitz railway cancellation on train 18 on 4 1234, Darwin 19 DE 34 and Sydney backstamps
in black, as on the other cover, but also in red a Sydney mail centre unclaimed 8 Jan 1935 and a
rectangular NON RECLAME UNCLAIMED. As neither cover was ever opened, the postal rates paid
of about Kr 2.- both seem to have been philatelic overfranking, Luning's illustrated cover is a
registered P.F.F.S. (official Stockholm philatelic agency) example from Sweden to Christchurch, New
Zealand on this flight, which is not endorsed postage due and only franked Kr 1.30, unfortunately he
does not show the back of that cover which would confirm if a Brindisi backstamp exists for the route
of the acceptance to that flight.

I would be interested to learn of registered covers from England to Australia on these two early
Empire airmails if they have backstamps that confirm the route, and covers in the reverse direction,
from India or Australia.

Part Three: The Ice airmails

This is by way of an appendix to cover a point raised previously. Mail across the Baltic was until the
later 1940s mostly carried by ship, including by train ferries. These links connected Denmark,
Sweden, Germany, Poland, the three Baltic States, Finland, and the Aland islands. Of course such
ships do still run, including some icebreakers in the winter. In bad years the sea ice made mail
shipping impossible, and mail was then flown across the sound between Denmark and Sweden, in
both directions, or between Germany and Sweden, or between Stockholm and the island of Gotland.
These emergency arrangements are known as is-Iuftposter (ice-airmails). Two examples are shown,
the annotation indicates the is-luftpost service, operating over a few weeks only during February and
March in 1929, and February to April in 1940. Some surface mail in 1929 did get as far as Australia,
beginning its journey this way.

Emergency and later regular helicopter services to outlying islands have been operating since the
1950s.

r----...~~~.Drucksache
··LU~·TPOST
BVAIRMAU •.
FAR AVION
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The first cover is from Germany to Sweden. It is annotated concerning the sea ice, and sent via
Malmo; whose airport at Bulltofta seems to have been a key player in many of these early airmails.
Posted at Hamburg 5 3 29 and arrived in Linkoping 7 3 29. The red cachet with an aeroplane printed
in Swedish says that "this postal object was forwarded by one of the occasional airmail flights that
were organised to support postal traffic on account of the difficult ice conditions on the Baltic" 1929
was a very cold winter, and the various flights across the sea carried an estimated 100 tonnes of mail
during that brief season. Allard, the addressee for this cover, was a stamp dealer.

de:n; 1~gva~1gakylanfe'h;r"ordl1atdea post-'t<}okh<i1lm••.(J,otla.n4.
. . ••ifol9'40 •..

1035
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gr- ik Dah 1ber-gag. 2
HALMSl'AD

The second cover, from Stockholm to Visby in Gotland in 1940 is endorsed "Because of the persistent
cold during January and February postal transport between Stockholm and Gotland has been arranged
to go by air. The first flight will take place on 21 2 1940".

Postmarks are Stockholm luftpost 21 2 40 and Tingstade 21 2 40, this latter being a local postoffice
near the airfield on the island of Gotland. That office was actually first opened in 1874. Regular
airmails between Stockholm and Gotland began later, in 1944.

This Cover was posted 17 July
1911 from Sydney - any early
example of Direct Marketing
perhaps?

The purpose seems self-
evident, but one wonders
where Mr Nicolle got the
address for Mr Janson from, as
Jonkoping'' is spelt incorrectly.

If Ilalduimed in 14 days, remen to T. H. NIC()LLE,14 Hunter St.. Sydney, N.S,W.

JoOkonping,
2Tip #2- 0 is created by holding
CTRL + SHIFT while pressing :
followed by the letter required.
CTRL+SHIFT+: then 0 = 6
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A POSTAL HISTORY OF THE PRISONERS OF WAR AND CIVILIAN
INTERNEES IN EAST ASIA DURING THE SECOND WORLD WAR.

By David Tett

A Book Review by Bruce Parker

Volume 1: Singapore & Malaya 1942-1945. The Changi Connection. 387 pages

Published jointly by Stuart Rossiter Trust Fund and BFA Publishing, 2002

Volume 2: Dutch East Indies 1942-1946. Paradise Lost. 469 pages

Published by BFA Publishing, 2003

Volume 3: Burma, Thailand and Indochina 1942-1946. The Railway, The River and The Bridge. 380
pages

Published by BFA Publishing, 2005.

These three A4 volumes are a magnificent record both of philatelic research and human misery. While
these three volumes (and more to come covering Hong Kong, Japan, Philippines, Taiwan, Korea,
China and Manchuria!) provide a definitive postal history, they also set the scene for what can only be
considered one of the worst examples of man's inhumanity to man! It is noted in the Foreword to
Volume Two that Borneo has been omitted due to the coverage in Neville Watterson's two volumes
Borneo: The Japanese POW camps - Mail of the Forces, paws and Internees.

The three volumes are profusely illustrated, mostly in colour in volume three which was printed in
Singapore - volumes one & two were printed in the U.K. Profuse references are footnoted and
illustrated text not in English is translated.

That any mail reached the POWs is incredible when one understands their wretched living conditions
- much credit is due to one man - Captain David Nelson, a surveyor and engineer, who operated the
Bureau of Record and Enquiry set up under the instructions of the British Headquarters Command in
Changi camp. The intention was that the BRE would " ... record everything about everybody;
prisoners, civilians, here and in Sumatra and Java. When they left, and by what boat and so on." Diary
entry of Major FH. Frankcom. These meticulous records were maintained in Singapore for the
duration of the war, and it was due to them that much mail was correctly identified and forwarded.

Volume two contains much information about the Dutch internees in what is now Indonesia. Families
were split with adult males and boys over about 12 years of age being separated from adult females
and small children. The Dutch internees were permitted somewhat more correspondence both in
frequency and amount of text than were the POWS who generally were only permitted three to five
postcards over their three and a half years incarceration! Much mail to the POWs was located after the
war ended.

While all of the three volumes are full of interest - I have read them from cover to cover - Items of
interest from volume three include much detail on the Dutch POWs sent to work on The Railway. Due
to the post war rise of Indonesia, many Dutch were still in Thailand many months after the war ended.
The Dutch Government established post offices in Thailand to handle the voluminous correspondence
- Dutch stamps were sold and there were Dutch Post Office in Thailand postmarkers!

The Editor has asked me to provide an illustration to go with this review. I do not have any items
directly related to the areas covered in these three volumes, although there is relevant family material
now in the Australian War Memorial. Ihave selected a cover from Borneo from Major Hugh Rayson,
MC sent to Sydney on his release. Unit Postal Station 441 was issued to 2/6 Australian General
Hospital on its arrival in Labuan in early July 1945, it remained in use until November 1945.

Capital Philately Volume 23 Number 4 11
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Censorship ended around the middle of September 1945, so this IS an early uncensored cover
(information from David Collyer, quoting Phil Collas' book).

These three volumes are available in Australia from Gary Watson at Prestige Philately, Melbourne (03
9754 766) at $121.00 incl GST, plus postage per volume. Overseas readers should order from Vera
Trinder Ltd, London.

Reference works are often worth their weight in gold. I fondly remember rummaging through
Second-hand Book Shops looking for treasures, and was reminded of a particularly fine one in Bowral
when I received a copy of their catalogue with a philatelic title highlighted (thanks RG) and the
suggestion that others may find it of interest ...

For more information contact:
304, VINDlN, DAWSON A. Vindio's Philatelic

Monthly. Bound issues from vol I, no. 1 to vol
111, no. 29, August 1887 to July 20th 1890. In all,
29 issues. Sydney, D. A. Vindin. Size and format
vary slightly, the first issues have 8 pages each,
increasing occasionally to 12, and then sinking
back to 4 pages. A few portraits and illustrations of
stamps. Small avo. Occasional slight spotting and
soiling, especi.aUy of tile first 2 issues. very good in
1/4 black morocco. Very rare. Inciudes adverts. for
stamps and albums, informative articles and
details of the activities of The Philatelic Society of
Australia. If you want to know how many ld stamps
were issued in New South Wales in 1886, this is the
book for you! Vindin was a Sydney stamp dealer,
and most of {he adverts are for his merchandise. He
traded initially from 88 Elizabeth Street, until
December 1888, after which he traded from his
home al "Philateiia", Cascade Stre.et, Puddington
In November 1889 he re-opened a retail outlet at
11 Victoria Arcade. Elizabeth and Castlereagh
Streets. S7SD

Antiquariat - Fine & Rare Books & Prints

The Penders, Wingecarribee Street,

BOWRAL NSW 2576

www.antiquariat.com.aubooks@antiquariat.com.au

Ph: 024861 2199 Fax: 024861 2899

If I remember correctly they had some postcards and
other goodies too last time I was there; I found a few
gems to add to various collections.

-JC
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EDITORIAL
No matter how hard you
plan and how organised it
seems you were, somehow
Murphy's Law comes into
play ...

I think this offering, which
appeared recently in the
Avant Card stands, sums
up this Issue of
PASTCARDS and Capital
Philately perfectly! Choose
whichever excuse you like,
or create your own creative
suggestion - I have a prize
for the most creative
(especially if it comes by
postcard).

Anyway, contributions for
this issue come from two
members, taking different
angles to create a two-part
tale of one of the great
explorers - Captain James
Cook.

Enjoy your voyage of
discovery!
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IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CAPTAIN COOK
Part 1 - Captain Cook's birthplace, upbringing and apprenticeship.

Elspeth Bodley

James Cook was born on 27 October 1728 at Marton-in-Cleveland, Yorkshire. He was the second son
of the 7 children of James Cook, a farm labourer, and his wife Grace. When James was 8 his father
moved to nearby Ayton as a
farm bailiff. James attended
the village school at Great
Ayton until he was 13 when
he began farm work.

Figure 1:

Vignettes of birthplace
Museum at Marton & a
statue of the boy Cook at

Great Ayton.

14

At 17 he was apprenticed to a grocer in
Staithes, a fishing village 10 miles up the
coast from Whitby. Within 2 years that
apprenticeship was cancelled and James
signed indentures for 3 years with John
Walker of Walker Brothers, Whitby, coal
shippers. He served on coastal colliers during
this time and lived in the Walkers' home in
Whitby when ashore, continuing his
education, particularly in navigation. The
Walkers' house is now the Captain Cook
Memorial Museum.

Figure 2:

Aerial view of Staithes,
postally used 2001.
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Figure 4:

Whitby in
Cook's time-
drawbridge

erected in 1766.
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Figure 3:

East Cliff, Whitby.

Figure 5:

Aerial view of Whitby
- Cook's Museum is in
the lower right corner
next to the car park.
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Figure 7:

Cook's statue at Whitby. The base has
plaques from Canada, Australia and New

Zealand.

16

By the age of 24 he had the rank of mate and in
1755, at 27 years of age he was offered
command of Walkers' ship Friendship. But the
Seven years war had broken out and Cook
joined the Royal Navy as an able seaman,
quickly rising to master's mate. The Navy
gave him further tuition and experience in
navigation, surveying and map-making; even
observation of a solar eclipse. Between 1758
and 1766 he served in the attack on Quebec,
charting the St Lawrence River and the coast of
Newfoundland.

Figure 6:

Captain Cook Memorial Museum. Cook's
room was in the attic.
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IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CAPTAIN COOK
Part 2 - Captain Cook's Voyages of exploration and association with Australia.

Peter Cheah

Captain James Cook made 3 voyages of exploration into the Pacific Ocean. His association with
Australia revolves mainly around his 1st voyage. On this 1st voyage (1768-1771), he charted almost
the whole of the east coast of Australia. Of his 2nd and 3rd voyages (1772-1775 and 1776-1779), he
called in briefly at the southern tip of Tasmania for water and supplies.

Cook's 1st voyage (westwards from England)

Tahiti: The main purpose of Cook's 1st voyage was to make observations of the Transit of Venus at
Tahiti in 1769 and
after that go on to
explore certain
unknown lands to the
west of Tahiti. He and
his crew spent 5
weeks anchored at
Matavai Bay, Tahiti.
Present-day Tahiti (a
French possession)
does not
commemorate Cook,
his work or his voyage
at this bay. However
on the nearby island of
Moorea, there is a bay
named after him (in
French of course).

Gisbome, New Zealand:
Cook is said to be the first
European to set foot in
New Zealand at Kaiti
Beach in 1769. This
event is commemorated
with a 9 foot bronze
statue of Cook on Kaiti
hill. In the background,
across Poverty Bay are
the white cliffs of Young
Nick's Head, so named
after the lookout boy on
the Endeavour who first
sighted land.
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Kurnell (on
Botany Bay): is
the first landing
place of Captain
Cook III NSW.
This historic site is
often described as
the "birthplace of
Australia". There
is a museum and
information centre
near this site.

Kerry (Copyright) .SydIley.

~ 4 t7tf;;~· (1i~ o-ee~~ I!t, ~
~~ #"~ ~ ?n-.,-.J.I

Town of 1770 (near Agnes Waters), Queensland: Some Queenslanders claim the present town of
1770 to be the "birthplace of Queensland"! Cook landed at a headland near this place to look for and
secure fresh water supplies. This historic landing is commemorated with a cairn on the headland
which reads "Under lee of this point, Lieutenant James Cook R.N. landed on 24th May 1770".
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Cooktown: so named after Cook who
spent a number of weeks here to repair
his ship, HMB Endeavour. The town
came into existence in October 1873
after the discovery of gold in the Palmer
River. A statue of Cook and Captain
Cook's Monument (postcard) grace the
town's careening place on the southern
bank of the Endeavour River.

~
Endeavour Anchor: When the HMB
Endeavour hit a reef (now known as
Endeavour Reef), Cook gave the order
to cut the anchor rope as it had become
fouled in the reef. The 909 kg
Endeavour Anchor was recovered from
Endeavour Reef in June 1971 and is
now housed in the James Cook
Historical Museum, Cooktown.

...,.
His Majesty's Barque, not His Majesty's Ship as there was another with that title.
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Proclamation of
New South Wales
(at Possession
Island): The
proclamation of the
East coast of
Australia as a
British Crown
possession did not
take place until
Cook was at the
most northerly tip
of the Eastern coast,
at Possession
Island. This was
many months after
Cook's first
sighting of the east
coast, at Point
Hicks (now known
as Cape Everard
near the NSW IVictorian Border on the east coast). The somewhat romanticised painting of the
Proclamation is by Samuel Calvert (1828-1913). Arguably, Queenslanders could claim Possession
Island as the birthplace of Australia.

Cook's 3rd Voyage (eastwards from England).

Captain Cook's Death: This artwork was by John Webber, official artist on the 3rd voyage. However,
Webber did not actually witness how Cook was killed. In the painting, Cook is about to be knifed in
the back. However, accounts differ as to how he died. Some claim he was clubbed or bludgeoned to
death, others say he was speared.
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The monument seen in the postcard commemorates his demise at this bay.

PASTCARDS
Captain Cook's
Monument, Hawaii:
Cook met his
untimely death on
14 February 1779 at
Kealakekua Bay
which is located on
the mid-west coast
of the island of
Hawaii. Cook's
remams, or what
was left of them as
returned by the
Hawaiians to
Cook's 2nd in

Command, were
buried at sea off
Kealakekua Bay on
22 February 1779.

3 Statues of Captain Cook: Cook is commemorated at Whitby, Sydney and Christchurch (NZ).

Capital Philately Volume 23 No 4
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Captain Cook's Cottage: Fitzroy
Gardens, Melbourne now houses this
building, the reasons for which make
interesting reading ...

In 1933, an article appeared in the
Melbourne Herald stating that the cottage
of Great Ayton built by Captain Cook's
father was to be auctioned. As Victoria
was to celebrate its centenary the
following year, successful businessman
Sir Russell Grimwade persuaded the then
Victorian Government to set aside some
land in the Fitzroy Gardens for the re-
erection of the cottage. Grimwade would
purchase the cottage and have it
transported using his own funds and
donate it to the State of Victoria for its
centenary celebrations.

His reasoning for why the cottage should
be brought to Victoria was that Cook's
first sighting of Australia was at Point
Hicks which was m Victoria
(notwithstanding that Cook never set foot
in Victoria) and that Cook had strong ties
with the cottage. It later transpired that
Cook only ever visited his father once at
the cottage, so Cook's association with
this cottage is therefore rather tenuous.
Is Captain Cook's Cottage really a
misnomer?
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EDITORIAL
The overworked Machinations committee has been heavily under
pressure from work and family commitments combines with personal
illness. We wish them and theirs a speedy recovery and hope to bring
you further Machin articles in the next volume.

As a token offering we have an article on a related topic; and urge you
to seriously consider writing something about your area of interest -
wether serious or fun, overview or in-depth study - for inclusion in the
future.

Resources for Machin Collectors from B.Alan :
~ Regular Price lists of Machin and related material- all offers
numbered according to the Connoisseur Catalogue issued by the
same company. A wealth of material for all levels of Machin

collectors. The Specialised List for 1997/98 covers issues from the
inception of elliptical perforations, and includes useful

annotations describing features such as phosphors, coil leaders
etc. Not just a price list - more like a mini-catalogue.

• The Variety Club News containing a wealth of articles on
many aspects of modern GB philately, including Machins.

Questa gravure machine books

• The Speed Prestige booklet

Machinations throughly recommends these pUblications - get
your material from an expert in the field

B.Alan Ltd : 2, Pinewood Avenue, Sevenoaks, Kent, TN14 5 AF,
UK Tel: 44 1732 743387;Fax: 44 1732 454442; e-mail :

pinewoods@compuserve.com
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INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE DUE IN THE MACHINS' ERA

Jenni Creagh, with covers lent by Robert Gregson

International mail that attracts postage due charges can involve the use of three currencies, that of the
sending country, then the gold centimes currency used for accountancy purposes by the Universal
Postal Union, and finally the currency of the receiving country. Sometimes there is explicit indication
of the gold centimes values of the charges incurred, and more recently there may not be.

This cover from Sweden to England shows the use in GB of 'to pay' stamps, that in former times
were inscribed 'postage due', that are Machins' little collaborators. They are used both to serve as
receipts for postage due collected, and sometimes for payment of customs duties.

A common configuration of stamps and markings on a cover that incurs postage due charges puts the
original stamps (if any!) at the top right, then a mark of the sending country in either UPU currency or
its own currency. In this case we have T 75/240, which means 75 are deficiency and 240 are required
as the current first weight stage overseas rate. The receiving country often uses the lower left area of
the cover, here a GB handstamp indicates a charge of 25 p has been incurred, and the 'to pay' stamps
were cancelled 5 APR 1983, when the recipient paid up.

The second cover went in the reverse direction, from Worthing in Sussex on 7 JAN 1972, franked
with a 'lip Machin and a 9d 1968 commemorative. This mixture of currencies suggests some some
philatelic mischief. As 12d = Sp, if the old currency was still legitimately used for postage, the letter
got about 4.5p. This did not in the least impress the Swedish post office, when the letter arrived on
12.1.(1972), it was charged 255 are with the usual Losen label (as a postage due invoice) and the two
stamps (as receipts). The stamps were ordinary definitives, there have not been any special postage
due stamps in Sweden since 1891.

We see that both countries are using the same UPU system, with stamps performing the same
functions.
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IF YOU COLLECT MACHINS YOU NEED THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK

* 1272 pages, 3500+ illustrations * all levels of collectingloose-leaf in two four-ring binders

third edition contains all issues up to 1 July 2003 - regular Reports (available in "Machinations") keep it up to date

comprehensive and scholarly articles on every aspect of stamp production and identification

winner of several international awards

NOW FULLY UPDATED TO 1 JULY 2003 AND NEARLY DOUBLE THE SIZE OF THE SECOND EDITION

Volume 1 comprising a veritable encyclopaedia of Machins!

Four years of new issues and new discoveries incorporated into all three level lists; everything together in its proper place

New Appendix on Machin Miscellany such as trials and proofs, non-UK Machins, FDC's etc

=> New Appendix for Machin self adhesives with illustrations

=> New Appendix showing Machin perfins

=> Catalogue listing now all together by value regardless of stamp size and format

=> Register direct with the publisher for electronic updates via the well known Deegam Reports and Supplements

THE COMPLETE DEEGAM MACHIN HANDBOOK 3nd EDITION

UK, delivered to your door @£68.95 Add £10.80 for postage & packing (total £79.75) to Europe.

Airmail in Zone 1 add £25.80 (total £94.75), in Zone 2 then add £31.00 (total £99.95)

Worldwide surface add just £7.30 (total £76.25)

Obtainable from :John M Deering, The Machins ,PO Box 2, South Molton,Devon EX36 4YZ, UK

ph/fax: 44 1398341564, e-rnail : deegam@johndeering.demon.co.uk
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POSTAGE DUES OF THE DECIMAL ERA

Tony Luckhurst

For a while there were special labels which were used to assist the Royal Mail to collect deficient
postage. Well, actually, since 1914. Nowadays they are no more. No this doesn't mean that Royal
Mail has given up collecting the fee where there is insufficient postage, but that special labels are no
longer used.

There was a single design used in the Pre-Decimal Era. The lower values V2 d, ld, 1 V2 d, 2d, 3d, 4d,
5d, 6d, 8d & 1/- were inscribed "Postage Due" and this is the terms most often used by philatelists for
these labels. The higher values 2/6,5/-, 10/- & £1 however, were inscribed "To Pay". All the decimal
issues are inscribed "To Pay" hence the use of the alternative description of To Pay labels. This
terminology also reflects the fact that in addition to their use in collecting under paid postage, they
were also used to indicate customs and VET charges on postal articles. Their status as labels also
explains the absence of the monarch's head.

These labels exist in a variety of colours, papers and gums with various watermarks also used in the
case of the predecimal versions. This article looks at the Decimal Postage Dues of which there were 3
different series from 1997 to 2000. The range of paper and gum changes mirrors those of the Machin
series of the period and this combined with the fact that none other than Jeffrey Matthews designed
the first decimal series, they make a perfect side line collection in parallel with a Machin collection.

SERIES 1: Horizontal 1970-75

Type 1 "To Pay" wording vertical various papers and gums as shown

V2 p Turquoise-blue OCP/PVA

1p Dp Reddish-Purple OCP/PVA FCP/PVA FCP/Dex

2p Myrtle Green OCP/PVA FCP/Dex

3p Ultramarine OCP/PVA FCPIPVA FCP/Dex

4p Yellow-Brown OCPIPVA FCP/Dex

5p Violet OCPIPVA FCPIPVA FCP/Dex

7p Red-Brown FCP/Dex
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Type 2 "To Pay" wording horizontal

lOp Carmine OCP/PVA FCP/PVA FCPIDex PCP2/Dex

11p Slate Green FCP/Dex

20p Olive Brown OCP/PVA FCP/PVA FCPIDex PCP2/Dex

SOpUltramarine OCP/PVA FCP/Dex

£1.00 Black OCP/PVA FCPIDex

£S.OO Orange & Black FCPIPVA FCPIDex

While the £S.OO Orange & Black is an elusive stamp, both the lOp and 20p on fluorescent coated
paper with PVA gum are actually harder to find. Interestingly too, these two values are the only ones
found in all four paper/gum combinations.

SERIES 2: Horizontal 1982

Around this time the basis for calculating postage due charges also changed. It moved from being
double the deficiency at the second class rate to the amount of the deficiency at the second class rate
plus a fee of lOp rounded down to the nearest penny.

Printed on fluorescent coated paper and PVADex gum.

Type 1 "To Pay" wording vertical

Ip Lake

2p Bright Blue

3p Dp Mauve

4p Dp Blue

Sp Sepia
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Type 2 "To Pay" wording horizontal

lOp Lt Brown

20p Olive Green

25p Dp Greenish-Blue

50p Grey-Black

£1.00 Red

£2.00 Turquoise Blue

£5.00 Dull Orange

SERIES 3: Vertical St. Edward's Crown 1994

1P Red, yellow & black

2p Magenta, purple & black

5p Yellow. Red-Brown & black

lOp Yellow, Emerald & Black

20p Blue-Green, Violet & Black

25p Cerise, Rosine & Black

£1.00 Violet, Magenta & Black

£ 1.20 Greenish-Blue, Blue Green & Black

£5.00 Greenish-black, Blue-Green & Black

The use of Postage Due or To Pay labels ceased on 28 January 2000.
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YOUR FAVOURITE DEALER
Write, phone, fax or e-mail for your free copy of one of our competitive price lists.

1.
3.

Australia and Territories 2.
New Zealand 4.

Australian States
South Pacific Islands

We service want lists and provide professional insurance valuations. We buy and sell
quality stamps and collections, phonecards and cigarette cards. We accept Bankcard,
MasterCard, Visa, American express, cheques, money orders and (of course!) cash.
Give us a try; our competitive prices and friendly staff will pleasantly surprise you.

PO BOX 259 NEWPORT BEACH, NSW 2106
Phone: (02) 9979 1561 Fax: (02) 9979 1577

E-mail: pittwaterstamps@ozemail.com.au

View all of our price lists at our website address:
www .ozemail.com.au/~pittwaterstamps/

Only one stamp magazine provides the complete coverage "down under"

Stamp News
INCORPORATING THE AUSTRALIAN STAMP MONTHLY

Australasia's leading magazine

The leader for news The leader for comment
The leader for circulation

The greatest coverage of Australian and Pacific News
of any Stamp Magazine in the WorId

Sample copy, subscriptions and Advertising rates on request.

All major credit cards accepted.

Stamp News Pty. Ltd.

PO Box 1290, Upwey, VIe, 3158
Email info@stampnews.com.au

Phone: 03 9754 1399 Fax; 03 97:;4 1377
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